




The girls of grade 11 conducted

an assembly on Monday 6th

November 2017, about “The

impacts of social media and

cyberbullying”. The assembly

was held to spread awareness

about the dangers of

cyberbullying and to inform

students about the negative and

positive influences of social

media. The assembly as always

began with the beautiful

recitation of the Quran alongside

its translation. Following this,

the girls notified the students

about the impacts of social

media



The same message was also

narrated in French and Urdu. By

presenting in different languages,

the girls wanted to emphasize the

diverse environment in the school

where every one is unique yet a

part of the BIS family. And to

finally conclude the assembly, a

pledge was taken whereby all

students pledged:

I will not be  a cyberbully 

myself

SPREAD AWARENESS, 

STOP BULLYING!



How would your life change if you were diagnosed

with a life-threatening disease that you were told

was incurable?

To spread the message and awareness of one of the

world’s most common diseases, the year 10 girls

hosted an assembly on Monday 12th November

2017 in respect to World Diabetes Day that took

place on 14th November this year. The girls

provided the young audience with information

relevant to the topic and discussed the harmful

causes and symptoms. The cures and precautions

were stated in order for the students to understand

how to take care of themselves and soon the

assembly was signed off with a pledge taken by all

the students to lead a healthy and active life.



Students were also encouraged to participate in

the Beat Diabetes walk which takes place at Creek

Park.

The money earned from the entry fees is donated to

the Al Jalila Foundation to support the diabetes

research and healthcare in the UAE.

The assembly concluded with a shout out to all

those fighting a battle that others don’t understand

or know about. Stay strong and keep going. We

don’t know how strong we are until being strong is

the only choice we have.





Let us give wings to our children and allow

their creative imagination to fly high so

they know even the sky is not their limits.

Universal Children’s Day is the time we

make sure that the kids get their due

recognition.

Happy Children’s Day



Happy Children’s Day
United Nations ‘Universal Children’s Day’ was

celebrated on 21st of November in BIS Campus.

Boys of Year 10 conducted an assembly on this

theme to promote the welfare of children and an

understanding between children all over the world.

Through the assembly they made a special effort to

inform their fellow friends of their rights as

children according to the Declaration of the Rights

of the Child and the Convention on the Rights of the

Child.



Happy Children’s Day

Their thoughts stimulated other students to

think about the differences between

themselves and others and explain the idea

of ‘’rights’’. The assembly also highlighted

the importance of immunizations and

breastfeeding. The effort made by the Year

10 boys was applauded by one and all….

HAPPY CHILDREN’S DAY!!!



Class 7G got a golden chance to present the assembly

on the topic of UAE National day. On Monday 27th of

November, they presented the assembly with full

fervor.

The assembly was conducted in Arabic and English

both and started with recitation of holy verses of

Quran followed by National anthem.

After that the history of National day was shared by

students emphasizing how the leaders of the seven

Emirates worked for the union of what is now called

UAE.

The assembly highlighted that the union makes people

strong and they can face difficulties bravely.



Then the significance of UAE flag colors were shared

followed by a national song which was sung very

beautifully and enthusiastically. All the students

waved the UAE flag during the rendition of the

national song giving a wonderful ambience to the

assembly.

Then a short quiz was held comprising of all the

questions of UAE history and culture. The winners

were given a gift in a beautifully decorated bag with

UAE national flag colors.

The assembly concluded with a very beautiful,

rhythmic and soulful poem on the topic of living in

UAE, “A Home away from Home’’.







Bullying or harassment can be

identified by repeated behavior and

intent to harm. Victims may have lower

self-esteem, increased suicidal ideation,

and a variety of emotional responses,

retaliating, being scared, frustrated,

angry, and depressed.



Cyber bullying is a form of bullying or harassment

using electronic forms of contact. Cyber bullying has

become increasingly common, especially among

teenagers. Harmful bullying behavior can include

posting rumors about a person, threats, negative

remarks, disclose victims' personal information, etc.



Raising awareness and preventing cyber bullying is

one of the greatest challenges of modern day child-

rearing. With this in mind, the students of year 9B

conducted an assembly on the same to create this

awareness among the students.

The presenters focused on what is cyber bullying and

the different forms of cyber bullying. Different ways of

combating cyber bullying were also spoken about.

The assembly proved to be very informative to the

students.



With the end of term exams around the

corner everyone gets a bit nervous and

stressed. Exams are a great way to reinforce

and evaluate students' understanding of the

course content and main ideas, but for many

of the students they’re just ‘that time of the

year again’. But as per grade 8, with proper

preparation and concentration exams might

turn into something students look forward

to for evaluating what all they’ve learnt

throughout the term.



To achieve that, students

have to overcome stress

during the exams. That’s

why students from grade 8

stepped up and conducted an

assembly about overcoming

stress and effective learning

and exam preparation. They

shared useful tips with their

fellows that hopefully eased

the studying process for

everyone.



Some of the tips they shared

were:

 Avoiding the use of

social media during the

exams.

 Getting enough sleep.

 Studying the hard

material first.

The assembly

concluded with Ms.

Amina sharing a few

words and wishing

everyone good luck for

the exams.





UAE FLAG DAY

Every year the UAE Flag day is celebrated with great pride

all over the United Arab Emirates. The day is celebrated as

the anniversary of HH Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan

becoming the President of the UAE in 2004. It is a National

campaign that was launched in 2013 by HH Sheikh

Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the Vice President of

the UAE and the ruler of Dubai, to honour the Country’s

past, present and future.

We at the British International School joined hands to mark

this occasion as a special day. A small speech was given by

Ms. Amina khan to bring awareness among the students

about the National Flag.

The speech reflected the symbolic colours present in the

National Flag.

Red symbolizes the sacrifices of previous generations.

Green represents growth, prosperity and cultural

renaissance.

White displays the nation’s charitable contributions and

supports the security and peace in the world.

Black reflects the strength of Emirates and their rejection of

injustice and extremism.

The students were dressed in the traditional UAE attire.

After a while National Anthem was played and the UAE

Flag was hoisted by our Principal.

The day was called up by releasing flag coloured balloons in

the air.

Looking forward to witness yet another National Flag Day.



UAE FLAG DAY



UAE FLAG DAY



Once again, it was the time

of the year, when the young

and the old got together to

celebrate language and

literature. The Sharjah

International Book Fair

which started on 1st

November, 2017 and had

many interesting activities,

plays and shows until the

11th of November 2017.



The students of British International

School visited the Sharjah International

Book Fair on 8th and 9th November

respectively.

With more than 1.5 million books on

display, it was time to get your reading

glasses on.



Hosting 393 well-known

authors and guests from 48

countries, this year's fair

did little to disappoint the

UAE's book worms with

more than 2,600 events to

keep them busy.

This year's theme, 'A World

in My Book,' reflected the

infinite possibilities of the

written word in all genres

from works of fiction,

science, poetry and

philosophy to history,

technology, biographies

and cultural knowledge.

And new to the fair this

year was the Comics

pavilion too.



One not-to-miss feature for the public this
year was a rare display of one of the
oldest manuscripts of the Quran, which
was accompanied by a panel discussion
to give more insight about this historical
treasure.







An Inter School Table Tennis Tournament was

held at Indian International School, Sharjah.

Our team played well although we were not

able to qualify for the next round.

The learning experience, however, will help

our students to improve further & excel in

other similar competitions.

Table Tennis Tournament



We, the grade 12 students, were invited to attend

International Conference of Pharmacy and

Medicine held at Ajman University on 9th of

November 2017. Our trip was very enlightening and

helpful regarding our future career plans.

At first the chairman of Ajman University gave us

the brief introduction of the programme conducted

and made us aware of the “Mission and Vision” of

the university.



After visiting different stalls at the exhibition we were

taken on a University Tour, where we have visited

different departments such as Pharmaceutical and bio

medical, media and business department and

engineering departments. Each department specialist

showed us all the facilities available and pleasantly

answered all our queries.

At the end of the day we were given a little token of

Appreciation by Ajman University to depict their

gratefulness.

It was a pleasant and knowledgeable experience and

enabled us to decide our future academic plan

clearly.



“Diversity is one common thing we all
have…Let’s celebrate it.”
The above quote justly matched the evening of “Unity in

Diversity”, at the British International School, Ajman. An

evening of fun, laughter, joy, exuberance, excitement,

screams and shouts and of course lots of memories.

Performances by students proved the willingness of the

children to uphold the pride of the school, the need to

catalogue their hard work, to showcase the endeavors they

have made.

A swirl of lights, art and craftwork, enthralling performances

and lip-smacking food made for the perfect evening for the

crowd at BRIISH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL. The

different games arranged for the parents received such huge

response and participation which brimmed the atmosphere

with shouts and screams!!!What an electrifying evening to

remember, hold on and cherish forever…The evening of 29th

November 2017 basically took the whole school to pull off!

British International School yet awaits another beautiful

evening in the upcoming years to celebrate as a family and

create dreams and hopes that each one of us looks forward

to….Long live BIS!!!Go BIS…Go!!!!....the screams that

summed up the evening.







Sports is an integral part of student’s life. It

helps in the overall development of a child. So,

it is the responsibility of every child to excel not

only in academics but also to showcase their

zeal in sports.

Girls of year 7 and 8 and year 5 boys from

British International School, Ajman were in full

swing and enthusiastically participated in the

duFC Football Tournament, held in Sharjah on

18th of November, 2017.

It was a neck to neck competition and a treat to

watch. Students gave their best and have made

everyone at BIS proud.

Sports is the only platform that helps one face

victory and defeat at the same wave length.

Although our students didn’t win the match but

they participated and came back with a lot of

learning and good memories.







The Parent Forum of British International School

has been an active parent body since the inception of

the senior school last year.

The aim of the forum is to work collaboratively for

the realization of the school’s vision. It consists of

the Principal, School Management Team (SMT) and

parents representing different year groups. Periodic

meetings are held where key issues are discussed

and parent suggestions are sought to provide the

optimum learning environment for our students.

The school SMT met the members of the parent

forum this term to discuss matters of mutual concern

& ensure parental support on all school initiatives.







Young minds are always intrigued to learn

something new and what better way than learning

through the use of technology and creating new

things. A great example is what the students

experienced on Wednesday 8th November 2017

through a competition related to the ICT MONTH.

The students had to create emoticons and memes

that delivered a message to stop cyber bullying.

Participants did not only learn about cyber bullying

but also got to use their vocabulary and creativity.

Team members with the help of each other, put

together all their thoughts and efforts into creating

something productive. This competition was also a

challenge between the four houses of the school:

RUBY, TOPAZ, EMERALD AND SAPPHIRE.

Students enthusiastically participated in the cyber

bullying awareness activities & they learnt how to

work together as a team accepting the different

point of views of each team member



The following activities were done at the

campus:

* Design competition in which the students

created emojis, memes and posters on cyber

bullying.



* # share a smile campaign Students made

smileys and agreed to share a smile with

everyone they come across.



* #we heart campaign students created

heart shapes and mentioned in it how they can

be polite to others online.



* Gaming competition was conducted for

different year groups

1. FIFA tournament for Y9-12 Boys

2. Mobile Gaming Competition for Y7-9 Boys



* Gaming competition was conducted for

different year groups

Mobile Gaming Competition for Yr 7-12 Girls



* ICT Quiz was conducted for the Yr 7-12

Girls and the students enjoyed it.



* A Pledge against cyberbullying was

designed by Dua and Mahnoor of 7G which

was read out during the assembly and all the

class representatives and student council

members signed it.



17TH ANNUAL WORKSHOP- SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: GOALS, IDEAS, VOICES AND
EXPRESSIONS #GIVE

Students from years 7 and 8 participated in the

17th Annual Students’ Workshop organized by

EEG under the theme Sustainable Development –

Goals, Ideas, Voices and Expressions, which was

held on 7th November 2017.

Many activities, debates, discussions,

brainstorming sessions and hands-on practical

exercises highlighted burning issues of climate

change, depleting resources and environmental

problems facing humans and species of plants and

animals.

Our students came away with many ideas to

resolve environmental problems, and guidelines to

become responsible, ethical and environmentally

conscious global citizens. The workshop provided

an ideal platform for the students to raise

awareness on the most relevant environmental

topics and to express themselves through finding

innovative solutions and performing activities in a

creative, effective and fun way.



17TH ANNUAL WORKSHOP- SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: GOALS, IDEAS, VOICES AND
EXPRESSIONS #GIVE



Clubs



DRAMA CLUB

Co-curricular activities are a very important part and

parcel of educational institutions to develop the

students’ personality as well as to strengthen

classroom learning. Co-curricular activities facilitate

in the development of various domains of mind and

personality such as intellectual, emotional, social,

moral and aesthetic development of the student.

Creativity, enthusiasm, positive thinking are some of

the facets of personality development and the

outcomes of Extra-curricular activities.

These activities are organized during the school

hours in the zero periods.

Drama club is one the co-curricular activities offered

by the school.

The Drama Club is open to pupils of year groups 7

and 8.

Year 8 is directed by Ms. Kulsoom and Year 7 is

directed by Ms. Syed Ayesha.

We meet during the zero periods for these activities

& the club gives students more opportunities to take

part in public performances.

Students in the Drama Club also have the

opportunity to put up a stage play in the assembly.

http://www.gyanunlimited.com/education/extracurricular-activity-for-students-its-benefits-advantages/5605/


DRAMA CLUB

The following activities were done in the Year

group 7:

7B1

Emotions

Students were asked to talk about various emotions

and how they categorize them into negative and

positive feelings. Students were given a sheet where

they had to list negative and positive emotions and

illustrate them with the expressions. Then they were

asked to pick out random pictures from the

newspaper which had various expressions of people

and talk about their emotions.



DRAMA CLUB

The following activities done in the Year group 7:

7B1

Debate

Technology-boon or a bane

Students were divided into two groups. One group

was ‘For’ technology and the other group ‘against’

technology. Students came up with vivid

explanations to support their reasons. It was an

interesting session.



DRAMA CLUB

The following activities done in the Year group 7:

Time management Skit – 7G

The girls enacted the skit very well where they

had to convey the message about setting the

priorities right and be responsible as students in

managing time and accomplishing their tasks in

the given time.

The following activities done in Year group 8:

8B

Arabic Drama –No War only Peace

Arabic drama enacted by the year 8 boys had a

moral towards the end that the world has no

place for violence, only love and peace has to be

practiced



DRAMA CLUB

Urdu drama – Behra Mulaazim

This was a humorous play which was enacted by

the students to build their Urdu vocabulary.

8G

Stop bullying – Skit

This skit was enacted by the girls of year 8 which

focused on the significant problem of bullying

that should never be accepted or tolerated.



“A healthy brain needs a healthy body “this phrase

justifies that sports and games are an integral part of

student’s life. Just like continuous hard work helps a

child to be successful in competitive exams, similarly

sports help to enjoy the vigor of life. Sports is the

preserver of health.

Sports and academics go hand in hand for the overall

development of a child. Sports is the only platform

where a child learns to face both victory and defeat.

At BIS we truly believe that Sports and Academics go

hand in hand and hence an environment was created

for the students where they got the opportunity to

showcase their talent in various fields such as

Basketball, Football, Volleyball and Dodgeball.

The main objective was to develop amongst students a

sporting spirit, a platform to display their physical

prowess and gain hands on experience in the field of

sports.

The journey that started with a bang, will continue in

the long run and the raw talent will surely ripe in the

near future.

This initiative was highly appreciated by our respected

Principal and turned out to be a huge success.







Arabic Club 
During the first term in zero period the Department of

Arabic language organized a number of activities,

competitions and events to encourage students to

strengthen their Arabic language skills. The glimpses of

these can be seen.

The photos captured during the event are presented

below:

Calligraphy



Arabic Club 



Arabic Club 
LET’S LEARN -- How To Question in 

Arabic:



Arabic Club 
READING STAR :



The club aimed to create awareness amongst

students on how to enrich their school

community.

Students were asked to share some ideas on

how to enrich their community.

Activity 1: Grade 8, 9 and 10

Students were divided into three teams and

each team decided their name according to

what they are going to achieve:

(Team Conservation, Team Global and Team

Green).

All teams decided to design some posters to

create awareness about the issues related to

these ideas.



Team Conservation designed a poster

on “reusing and recycling” to inform

the BIS community about the negative

impact of waste on the environment and

to suggest ways on how this negative

impact can be reduced.

Team Green designed the poster on

Global Warming aiming to create

awareness about this serious issue and

informed ways on how this can be avoided

at a domestic level.



Team Global designed a poster on World

Heart Day emphasizing on being healthy

and cautious about unhealthy habits and

inappropriate intake of food which could

lead to acute and chronic diseases.



Activity 2: Grade 9

Students were asked to discuss about the topic

Conservation. They talked about various issues

like Ozone layer depletion, animal extinction and

many more relevant topics. They also talked about

the different types of conservation:

(Environmental, Water, Marine and Animal).

Students were asked to make display charts on

what they had discussed.



 Group discussion on ‘Significance of

Community Enrichment Programme’ in which

the students put forth their views on how can

we make a difference to the community by

contributing in all possible way.

 Poster Making on ‘Universal Children Day’

which covered the topics like significance of

celebrating this day & the history related to it.

 Poster Making on the theme ‘ World Teachers

Day’. Here the students used their artistic skills

to make colorful posters for their teachers to

express their love and gratitude towards them.

This day commemorates the teaching

profession's contribution to educating the

children of the world. Therefore, it is fitting

that this year's World Teachers' Day theme is

"Teachers—Opening Doors to a Better

World.". Based on the topic a poster making

activity was conducted. The students prepared

a variety of posters to show their respect and

gratitude to the teachers.



 Presentation on quality education

The meaning of a Quality Education is one that is

pedagogically and developmentally sound and educates

the student in becoming an active and productive

members of society. A presentation was made b y grade 8

students which displayed the new trends and innovations

in learning.

 Presentation on Marine tourism and beach

cleanliness.

We love our beach days so much, chilling with a

margarita and soaking up the sun… The best ever! And if

we want to keep it up, we must keep the beach clean. Did

you know that by this year , over 5.25 trillion pieces of

plastic are in our oceans? Over 269,000 tons of debris

roam the surface and kill more than 200,000 members of

the marine life a year… And the number is rising. An

awareness presentation was made by grade 10 boys to

the students for the need to conserve the marine

resources and the importance to keep our beaches in a

safe way.

 QUIZ

A general quiz competition was conducted for grade 8

.The competition reflected the enthusiasm of the students

to grab new information and it exposed their thinking

and opinion towards the changing world.





Logo creation

Scavenger Hunt

Leaflet creation

Poster creation

Memes creation

Word hunt 

Analysis of devices





















ISLAMIC CLUB
The ethos of the Islamic Club was to raise

awareness about Islamic values & to involve

students in activities which would help to create

more aware & sensitized Muslims. The glimpses

of the activities which took place can be seen:

Activities of the New Hijri Year



ISLAMIC CLUB

The Islamic Education club organized a number

of competitions and events to encourage students

to memorize the Quran.



ISLAMIC CLUB
The teachings of the prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص

were reflected upon in the month of Rabi–ul
awwal highlighting how we can imbibe the
characteristics of Prophet (pbuh) & become
better Muslims.



Sustainability club
“Small changes make a big difference”

The sustainability club focuses on collaborating on student-

led activities that can help in educating the students on 

conscious living in regards to other creations. Each activity 

focused on the impacts that humans have on the 

environment and how we could curb the negative effects in 

order to deliver a fruitful environment for the generations 

to come.

The first lesson at the club was an introduction to what 

exactly sustainability means where the students were made 

aware of the 17 goals for sustainable development and 

where in these goals could they contribute. For example 

goal no.17 is “Responsible consumption and production”, 

here the students spoke about the different ways how they 

could stop wasting electricity and use it wisely as and when 

needed. 



Sustainability club

Following the discussion, the students were shown a video

which spoke about the reserves of the fossil fuels all across

the earth and how quickly they were reaching its peak and

how in some countries, the reserves are declining already.

Another video shown, depicted how the humans are

responsible for damaging the environment which educated

the students how they affected their own surroundings.

In the next activity, the students were asked to list some

useful Green Eco Tips for a sustainable living. As a group

activity, students came up with a list of things that could be

of rather should be done to protect our environment.

One of the activities was a debate in which the topic was

‘Is technology responsible for a change in the

environment’? This debate was between 2 groups where

one group supported with a YES and the other team with a

NO. Each group came up with very valid points in their

supporting statements that reflected they really care for

their environment. The students seemed eager to continue

learning with the club in the forthcoming terms.



Sustainability club



Design & Technology (D&T)

The club aimed to raise

awareness on two key areas:

Role of D&T in the present era

Students were explained how

D&T has revolutionized the way

things are made and done today.

Since conservation week was

being observed students were

explained some of the waste

management programs.

Students were then taken to the

ICT Lab to show how crisps are

made and packaged through an

automated process to show them

how D&T has simplified a lot of

processes.

Students then reflected upon

some of the adverse effects as

well of this automation, mainly

job loss for lesser skilled people.

They also came to the conclusion

that now technical knowledge

and specialized skills are very

important to be successful today

and in the days to come!



Design & Technology (D&T)

Basket-making tutorial

A tutorial was shown to students

on how to make baskets using

newspapers which resembled to

bamboo baskets. Students were

divided into three teams and

material that was needed was

listed down. Every student took a

responsibility of bringing some

items from the list.

This activity will be continued in

the 2nd term.



British International School, Ajman started

after school sports activities from year groups

5-10.

This was an initiative taken to enhance in the

students various skills involved in the field of

sports. Students were given exposure to

various sports such as Volleyball, cricket and

Basketball. They were taught technical skills

related to each sport, so that they can master

their skills.

This initiative taken is turning fruitful and the

result can be seen evidently. Students are

showing keen interest in learning and their

active participation speaks for itself.

There is a major change brought about in the

skills of the students after the commencement

of this program.

The days to come will surely mark a progress

and make our students fully ready, so that they

can excel in their field.

The motto Dare to Dream can be witnessed in

every child’s performance………….







Remedial Classes

Remedial classes for English and Mathematics were 

conducted for year groups 5-12 for the first term. 

Basic concepts of Language and Literature were 

addressed during the English classes. The students 

actively participated in the listening and speaking 

activity along with various writing tasks.

Problems in Mathematical equations, fractions, 

decimals and sequences were taken up during the 

Math remedial classes. 

Doubts raised in both subjects were looked into. The 

learners used time appropriately and appreciated one 

on one feedback.


